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New Patent Granted to Holocom Networks
Fifth Patent Extends Rights to Protected Distribution System (PDS)
(Carlsbad, CA – April 27, 2007) Holocom Networks, a leading provider of secure raceway
products, today announced its newest patent for Secure PathWay™, a protected distribution
system (PDS) that provides physical security for SIPRNet, JWICS and all other classified
networks (C-LAN). Utility Patent 7,183,488, Electromagnetically Insulated Conduit and System,
describes the proven technology for eliminating RF leakage from within the PDS. This is the
fifth patent granted Holocom Networks for its protected distribution system which extends from
the C-LAN point of presence to the end-user lock box.
“This newest patent will give prospective customers the confidence that our PDS unequivocally
complies with the security standards set by NSTISSI 7003,” said Craig McCarthy, operations
director and lead inventor of the patent. “The level of security is unmatched in any other raceway
product and makes it equivalent to welded, steel conduit.”
Existing patents for Secure PathWay include a tested, internal locking mechanism for raceway
cover retention that is releasable only by accessing a locked enclosure; a locking mechanism that
maintains security and can eliminate permanently fixed raceway covers, traditionally done by
applying epoxy; a cable lay-in installation method that largely eliminates “fishing” of cabling,
pull boxes and external locks as required with electrical magnetic tubing (EMT); and end-user
lock boxes terminating all raceway ends. The patents also address reducing modification and
labor to implement moves, additions and changes, an interlocking mechanism that allows for
future additions or changes, and spacers that stand the raceways off the wall.
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David Pohl, chairman and chief executive officer of Patriot Scientific Corporation (OTC
BULLETIN BOARD: PTSC) stated, “ As a company that understands the value of proprietary
technology, Patriot Scientific is pleased with our investment as a principal shareholder in
Holocom Networks. The process from market insight to design and then patent protection is
exciting to watch, and we commend Holocom for this latest accomplishment.”
About Holocom Networks
Holocom Networks’ suite of products and services provides physical protection for all classified
networks. Its flagship product, the patented Secure PathWay™, is installed at numerous federal
agencies and for all branches of the military, domestically and internationally. Headquartered in
Carlsbad, CA with additional offices in North America, the Pacific Rim and Europe, Holocom
Networks secures mission-critical networks at government and private facilities across the globe.
Scripps Ventures, Inc., a California merchant bank, and Patriot Scientific Corporation (OTC
BULLETIN BOARD: PTSC) purchased the assets of Holocom Networks, Inc. effective
February 2, 2007 through a jointly owned company, Scripps Secured Data, Inc. dba Holocom
Networks.
For more information, visit http://www.holocomnetworks.com or call 888-HOLOCOM (4656266).
About Patriot Scientific
Patriot Scientific is a leading intellectual property licensing company that develops, markets and
enables innovative technologies to address the demands in fast-growing markets such as wireless
devices, smart cards, home appliances and gateways, set-top boxes, entertainment technology,
automotive telematics, biomedical devices and industrial controllers. Headquartered in Carlsbad,
Calif., information about the company can be found at http://www.ptsc.com.
Copies of Patriot Scientific press releases, current price quotes, stock charts and other valuable
information for investors may be found at http://www.hawkassociates.com and
http://www.americanmicrocaps.com. An investment profile on Patriot Scientific may be found at
http://www.hawkassociates.com/ptscprofile.aspx.
Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: Statements in
this news release looking forward in time involve risks and uncertainties, including the risks
associated with the effect of changing economic conditions, trends in the products markets,
variations in the company's cash flow, market acceptance risks, technical development risks,
seasonality and other risk factors detailed in the company's Securities and Exchange
Commission filings.
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